Using certain finite-dimensional stable range of the nonlinear terms, we obtain large families of exact solutions parameterized by functions for the equation of nonstationary transonic gas flows discovered by Lin, Reisner and Tsien, and its three-dimensional generalization.
Introduction
Lin, Reisner and Tsien [LRT] found the equation 2u tx + u x u xx − u yy = 0.
(1.1)
for two-dimensional non-steady motion of a slender body in a compressible fluid, which was later called the "equation of nonstationary transonic gas flows" (cf. [M1] ). Mamontov obtained the Lie point symmetries of the above equation in [M1] and solved the problem of existence of analytic solutions in [M2] . The three-dimensional generalization:
2u tx + u x u xx − u yy − u zz = 0 (1.2) was studied by Kucharczyk [K] and by Sukhinin [Ss] . Indeed, the Lie point symmetries of the equation (1.2) were found in their works. Sevost'janov [Sg] found explicit solutions of the equation (1.1), describing nonstationary transonic flows in plane nozzles.
In this paper, we present a new approach based on the fact that the nonlinear terms keep some finite-dimensional polynomial space in x stable. We obtain a family of solutions of the equation (1.1) blowing up on a moving line y = f (t), which reflect partial phenomena of gust, and a family of smooth solutions parameterized by six smooth functions of t. Moreover, we find a family of solutions of the equation (1.2) blowing up on a rotating and translating plane cos α(t) y + sin α(t) z = f (t), which reflect partial phenomena of turbulence, and a family of solutions polynomial in x parameterized by time-dependent harmonic functions in y and z, whose special cases are smooth solutions. In particular,
we find all the solutions polynomial in x and y for the equation (1.1) and all the solutions polynomial in x, y and z for the equation (1.2). Since our solutions contain parameter functions, it can be used to solve certain boundary-value problems for these equations.
Lie group method is one of most important ways of solving differential equations.
However, the method only enables one to obtain certain special solutions. It is desirable to find more effective ways of solving differential equations. Indeed, we do find one of solving the above nonlinear partial differential equations.
On Mamonotov's list of the Lie point symmetries of the equation (1.1) (e.g. cf. Page 296 in [I] ), the most sophisticated ones are those with respect to the following vector fields: 5) where α, β and γ are arbitrary functions of t. Among the known Lie point symmetries of (1.2) (e.g. cf. Page 298 in [I] ), the most interesting ones are those with respect to the following vector fields:
8)
where g, h, σ and α are arbitrary functions of t. Ryzhov and Shefter [RS] found some invariant solutions of the equation (1.2), which represent time-dependent flows in a circular or plane Laval nozzle.
First we find that the group invariant solutions with respect to the vector fields X 1 -X 7 are polynomial in x with degree ≤ 3. Then we examine the equations (1.1), (1.2) more closely and observe that this phenomena is essentially caused by the fact that the nonlinear term u x u xx keep the following polynomial subspace stable: 10) where R stands for the field of real numbers. This observation suggests us a new ansatze of solving the equations (1.1) and (1.2). Since the equation (1.2) contains the Laplace operator ∂ 2 y + ∂ 2 z , our approach to (1.2) will involve harmonic analysis and sophisticated integrations. For simplicity, we will solve the equation (1.1) in Section 1.2 although it can be viewed as a special case of (1.2). Exact solutions of (1.2) will be found in Section 3.
Two-Dimensional Case
In this section, we study solutions polynomial in x for the Lin-Reisner-Tsien equation (1.1). By comparing the terms of highest degree in x, we find that such a solution must be of the form:
where f (t, y), g(t, y), h(t, y) and ξ(t, y) are suitably-differentiable functions to be determined. Note
2)
which is equivalent to the following systems of partial differential equations: 
First we observe that
is a solution of the equation (2.5) for any differentiable function β of t. Substituting (2.9)
into (2.6), we get
Denote by Z the ring of integers. Write
Substituting (2.11) and (2.12) into (2.10), we have
equivalently, 15) where α and γ are arbitrary differentiable functions of t.
Substituting the above two equations into (2.7), we have:
Substituting (2.19) and (2.20) into (2.18), we get
where σ and ρ are arbitrary differentiable functions of t.
Observe that
Substituting (2.25) and (2.26) into (2.8), we obtain
where θ and ϑ are arbitrary functions of t. When α = γ = σ = ρ = θ = ϑ = 0, the above solution becomes
Take the trivial solution ξ = 0 of (2.5), which is the only solution polynomial in y.
Then (2.6) and (2.7) become
where γ and σ are arbitrary functions of t. Now (2.8) yields
Therefore, Remark 2.3. In addition to the nonzero solution (2.9) of the equation (2.5), the other nonzero solutions are of the form
where ℘ ι (w) is the Weierstrass's elliptic function such that
and ι is a nonzero constant and β is any function of t. When β is not a constant, the solutions of (2.6)-(2.8) are extremely complicated. If β is constant, we can take β = 0 by adjusting ι. Any solution of (2.6)-(2.8) with h = 0 is also very complicated. Thus the only simple solution of the equation (1.1) in this case is
3 Three-Dimensional Case
By comparing the terms of highest degree, we find that a solution polynomial in x of the equation (1.2) must be of the form:
where f (t, y, z), g(t, y, z), h(t, y, z) and ξ(t, y, z) are suitably-differentiable functions to be determined. Note
3) 5) which is equivalent to the following systems of partial differential equations:
6)
h yy + h zz = 6ξ t + 18ξh, (3.7)
g yy + g zz = 4h t + 4h 2 + 6ξg, (3.8)
is a solution of the equation (3.6), where α and β are suitable differentiable functions of t. With the above ξ, (3.7) becomes
In order to solve (3.11), we change variables:
The equation (3.11) can be rewritten as:
In order to solve the above equation, we assume (3.18) which is equivalent to
Hence (3.20) When i = −4 and i = 1, we get a −4ηη = a 1ηη = 0. Moreover, a −2 and a 3 can be any functions.
Take (3.22) in order to avoid infinite number of negative powers of ζ in (3.17), where σ and ρ are are functions of t and η differentiable in a certain domain. By (3.20),
is a solution of (3.16).
By (3.12) and (3.14), (3.8) is equivalent to (3.27) For convenience of solving the equation (3.26), we denote
by (3.25) and (3.27). In particular,
30)
31)
is a solution (3.26). Then
By the second equation in (3.35), we take c r = 0 for r < −4 (3.36)
to avoid infinite number of negative powers of ζ in (3.33). Letting i = −3, 0, we get
The first equation is naturally satisfied because c −3 = −c −5ηη /10 = 0. Taking i = −2, −4 and r = −6 in (3.35), we obtain
Thus we get a constraint:
equivalently,
It can be proved by considering the terms of highest degree that any solution of (3.42) polynomial in η must be of the form
where ǫ = ±1. Replace β by −β if necessary, we can take ǫ = 1. Under the assumption (3.43),
47)
48)
by (3.30)-(3.32).
Denote
For any real function F (t, η) analytic at η = η 0 , we define
According to (3.28) and (3.50), we have
by (3.29) and (3.38). According to (3.35) with i = −3, 0, c −1 and c 2 can be arbitrary. For convenience, we redenote
Moreover, (3.29), (3.39) and (3.47) imply
Furthermore, (3.31) and (3.35),
In addition, (3.35) and (3.56) yield
(Ψ β,ρ,σ )(t, η, 0) (2i + 2)(2k + 5)(2k + 3)! ζ 2k+4 , where w 0 is a fixed complex number and χ(t, µ), ν(t, µ) are complex functions in real variable t and bar-homomorphic in complex variable µ. (3.65), g given in (3.66) via (3.54) and (3.64) , and f given in (3.73) via (3.67) . The involved parametric functions ρ is given in (3.43), α is given in (3.45), and σ, κ, ω are real functions in real variable t and η.
Next we want to find a more explicit formula when σ = κ = ω = χ = ν = 0. In this case, 
